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The purpose of this study was to learn about the experience of visitors to Jaisalmer Fort, a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site in India. Experience-Satisfaction-Intention principles of 
measurement are discussed. The features of the UNESCO WHS and the geographical features of 
the selected tourists and the travel in the tourist solution have also been studied. Moreover, it 
tries to identify the nature of the factor affecting the overall guest experience. It also suggests 
management ways to better manage satisfaction and experience and, accordingly, visitor 
experience. 
The area of study is Jaisalmer in Rajasthan, which is located in the western part of India. The 
information of this study was collected through onsite survey method at Jaisalmer Fort and 
Museum. The number of visitors to Jaisalmer was from February 10 to March 10, 2020 for this 
study. The survey was done in this time frame. Around 150 questionnaires were distributed from 
that 110 questionnaires could be used. Therefore, the data collected from 110 respondents in 
this study were analyzed using the  Statistical Package of Social Science (SPSS). 
 
The results show that the relationship between experience, satisfaction and intention principle 
is positive and significant. Furthermore, some features are of particular importance for satisfying 
visits, such as, in the facilities offered to visitors of the site. Moreover, the OUV required to 
become a World Heritage Site was usually not communicated to tourists. But despite the 
dissatisfaction expressed in some cases, most of the time the total visitors were satisfied with 
their visit to this World Heritage Site. 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUTION  
 
1.1Background of the Study 
 
Tourist satisfaction is  one amongst the foremost in tourism industry as a results of the 
understanding that visitors satisfactiont is an important part in the endurance of any tourism 
attraction (Gursoy et al, 2003; 2007; Neal & Gursoy, 2008), having an important job of influencing 
tourists‟ choices by recommending it to other people and revisiting to the destinations (Kozak & 
Rimmington, 2000). Being one amongst the fastest developing sectors of the tourism 
industry, heritage the travel business has become a big a part of international tourism and travel 
policies(Altunel & Erkut, 2015; Huh, Uysal, & McCleary, 2006).  It has been perceived as a 
wellspring of financial development and a device to dissolve limits between culture, the travel 
industry and daily life. Sight visitors often associate the World Heritage status with specific 
qualities which incorporate a proper management and features that communicates the global 
value of the site (Poria, Reichel & Cohen 2013). Finding visitors satisfaction at WHS can assist us 
to comprehend more profoundly their connection. Due to the growing tourism industry, many 
researchers are examining effective approaches to draw in tourist and increase benefits. 
There is a perception that if consumers s don't seem to be pleased with the performance of 
1 or more elements of the destination, their general satisfaction will be influenced. (Pism, 
Newman and Rachel, 1978). The overall understanding is that visitors overall satisfaction is a 
multifaceted construction dependent on the communication among visitors and the components 
at the site. Analysts have recommended that while inspecting tourists overall satisfaction, tourist 
site and services available there both factors need to be considered. (Kozak & Rimmington, 2000; 
Whipple & Tach, 1988). In this way, the measuring of tourists overall satisfaction  has two reason, 
not only to give data about consumers' needs and how well these needs are being addressed 
right now , but also to give a stage to organizations to speak with their customers and discover 
their preferences, dislikes and overall satisfaction. Visitor’s satisfaction is imperative to effective 
destination promotion on the grounds that it impacts the decision of destinations, the utilization 
of services and products, and the choice to revisit. (Kozak & Rimmington, 2000) 
There are a few elements which are distinguished to prompt an expansion in the tourism industry 
and increase tourism flow, one of them is having your site recorded on the WHL (Tucker and 
Emge 2010). It was made to promote the recognition, preservation and conservation of cultural 
and natural heritage around the world, which is considered remarkable for humanity (UNESCO 
2014). UNESCO has made it their center objective to secure and safeguard legacy destinations of 
Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) all around the globe. These World Heritage Sites (WHS) 
assume an exceptional position in legacy of heritage tourism industry as getting this designation 
is marked as branding (Timothy 2011) which makes it more noticeable to future tourists. So as to 
add to the small collection of research that has been done on this topic and on visitors at UNESCO 
World Heritage Sites (Adie and Hall 2016; Bloemer and de Ruyter 1998; Zeithaml 2000), this study 
aims to investigate the connection between the vistior’s experience, overall satisfaction and 
behavioral intentions, also to specific and common factors of visitor’s satisfaction at World 
Heritage Sites, in this study, of Jaisalmer i.e Jaisalmer Fort. 
 
1.2 Site Background  
 
Jaisalmer city is located in the Indian state of Rajasthan. Jaisalmer is famous as the Golden City, 
having an unusual object, sweet folk music, rich cultural and historical heritage. Jaisalmer, 
situated amidst the Thar Desert, becomes a golden memory for its yellow stone buildings and 
camel queues on sand docks, especially for foreign tourists. 
Jaisalmer fort is located in the centre of Jaisalmer. the fort not only has historical significance but 
is also famous all over the world for its unique and unmatched architecture. The fort has been 
constructed with a mixture of Indian, Islamic and Persian architectural styles. While yellow sand 
and yellow stones have been used in the construction of this fort, it shines like gold when it has 
a sun in the day, so it is also known as golden Fort and sonar fort. The height of this huge Jaisalmer 
fort 76 metres, length is 460 metres and width is 230 metres. The fort has 4 magnificent and huge 
entrances.  The magnificent Rajmahal and beautiful havelis and huge temples built in this fort put 
four moons on the beauty of the fort. The building of the havelies built in this vast fort is multi-
storey, built in a royal style, the window and doors of the fort have also been designed in a very 
special way, including attractive artefacts. At the same time, many havelies have also become 
museums because of its attraction. Not only that, a huge library has also been built inside this 
royal palace where many ancient and archaeological books have been kept.  The town possesses 
a conspicuous medieval appearance. In the 12th century A.D. Mohammed Gauri destroyed the 
area of Lodarva city. Then King Jaisal established a new fort and this way city was founded in 
1156 AD as a military fort controlling the legendary east-west caravan route. Name of fort was 
first Jaisalgarh, and then became Jaisalmer: Jaisal + Meru (Meru is the name of a hill). Bhatti 
Rajputs ruled the city and they consequently prospered, and protected town that grew within 
the fort walls. It is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. This World Heritage Site in Rajasthan stands 
on the Trikuta Hill in Jaisalmer, amidst the golden stretches of the great Thar Desert.   
 
1.3 Research Objectives 
The fundamental general objective of this study is to evaluate visitors satisfaction with the 
different qualities of the UNESCO site for this study particular site of Jaisalmer Fort and see if 
WHS tag makes visitor perceive WHS destinations significantly different. Throughout  this 
procedure, it will be recognized which characteristics are particularly esteemed and where 
enhancements must be made. It additionally quantifies the overall satisfaction of tourists' travel 
experience in visiting World Heritage Site on the grounds that  satisfaction is the whole 
aftereffect of the assessment of different experiences. It is imperative to recognize and gauge 
customer satisfaction with each characteristic of the destination as  the satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction with one feature creates satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the overall destination 
(Pizam, Neumann, and Reichel, 1978). Also, theories alluding to the impact of the UNESCO label 
are being tested. Would the main motivation for visiting the site be the label of the World 
Heritage Site and if they had visited other sites labeled by UNESCO before, would the tourists be 
less satisfied? This shows whether these visitors were expected to handle a certain level of 
management and whether they played an important role in their overall satisfaction. 
 
1.4 Contribution of the Study  
This research is valid due to the fact that growth in the heritage tourism market can bring many 
benefits to destinations with heritage sites. Segmenting the heritage tourism market will make it 
easier for planners to understand the niches of the market, while the contribution in this area 
will be three-fold. What tourists want for WHO attractions will first of all, helping  tourism 
marketers understand their consumers. Second, to identify what properties satisfies tourists 
visiting WHS destinations, to help tourism planners develop strategies to attract customers. 
Lastly it can help to reduce the cost of marketing and and maintain the stability of the site if its 
known that who are satisfied visitors. 
Moreover , this study will add on to the existing body of data in satisfaction analysis. Finding in 
this research ought to strengthen  information concerning the link between factors that satisfy 
tourists after buying any heritage tourism product. 
1.5 Thesis Outline  
In addition to the first chapter, the current thesis is made up of five chapters which will be briefly 
mentioned:  
Chapter 2: Literature Review : A review  of the literature regarding  with the concept of 
satisfaction. It gives a synopsis of the different techniques and methods utilized by researchers 
to gauge satisfaction in the toursim industry. In view of this, the segment finishes up by featuring 
the suitable technique utilized in this investigation to measure visitor’s satisfaction. It furnishes 
a detailed literary review beginning with characterizing  heritage tourism and satisfaction in the 
travel industry. Proceeding onward results from analysts on the  subject of the tourism at 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites are introduced. In addition, satisfaction theories has been 
developed and discussed in other studies to find the right fit for this study. 
After referring to the literature on the relationship between satisfaction and behavioural 
intention, the model developed from the presented theories is discussed with the aim of finding 
the appropriate theoretical model that can be used with the chosen theory. A revised version of 
the model has been introduced which includes the dimensions utilized in the study as well as the 
hypotheses tested for (dis)confirmation. 
 
Chapter 3: UNESCO WHS and Tourism Sector in India:  It provides background information on 
the case study used in this research. The World Heritage List (WHL) has been explained with 
special attention to important publications as well as to UNESCO's institutional bodies. Lastly, 
India's tourism sector has been presented with signs to for rapid growth. 
 
Chapter 4: Research Design and Methodology: The research structure and methodology of this 
study are detailed. A specially developed questionnaire will explain the survey and how it was 
designed and evaluated. First of all, descriptive analysis and travel patterns will be done using 
descriptive analysis and differences in WHS revealed by descriptive data. Furthermore, the 
proposed hypotheses will be tested and classified (supported or rejected) by using different 
analysis, which includes the chi-square test, followed by a comprehensive discussion of the key 
findings of whole study. 
 
Chapter 5: Results: Important findings of each research stage are introduced, talked about, and 
interpreted, at the same time giving answers to the research questions  that guide this thesis. To 
ensure consistency and clarity in the research, the results are equally designed for the method 
described. 
 
Chapter  6: Discussion and  Future  Research: The  last  chapter  reviews  the  most significant 
findings of the study and answers the research questions that were initially created. In 
addition, the basic limitations of this research are accepted and possible guidelines for future 
research are proposed.
Chapter 2 Literature review 
 
 
2.1 Heritage Tourism 
According to Altunel and Erkut, 2015 “Cultural and heritage has become the most rich portion 
inside the tourism industry” and the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) 
recognized that heritage tourism has earned higher significance for lot of tourists. The word 
'heritage' is utilized to mean an extraordinary number of marvels of various types, for example, 
cultural, , archeological, authentic,  military, natural and religious (Prentice, 1993b). In the course 
of the most recent decade, it has gotten all the more comprehensively applied to portray for 
everything related with the country's history, culture, natural life and scene (Sharpley, 1994). The 
regions identified with heritage are cultural,  natural and built (Millar, 1989). Heritage is vitally 
attached to wistfulness and private emotional experience.  
Poria, Butler and Airey (2004) defined Heritage tourism as it is subgroup in tourism industry in 
which the fundamental inspiration for visiting a site depends on the spot's heritage attributes as 
per the travelers' view of their own heritage. It incorporates visiting territories or places that 
make the guest think about a prior time and the historical backdrop of spots (Peterson, 1994), 
just as being an broad area for niche travel, in view of wistfulness for the past and the craving to 
encounter differing cultural scenes and structures (Zeppel and Hall, 1992). It is a type of niche 
tourism that offers chances to depict the past in the present (Christou, 2005). Heritage  tourism 
depends on the ancient characteristics of a travel industry site (Poria, Butler and Airey, 2001a). 
Attractions incorporate festivals, social occasions, cultural events and landmarks, nature, , 
craftsmanship, pilgrimages (Zeppel and Hall, 1992). Swarbrooke (1994) characterized this sectors 
that depends on heritage exercises. Here, heritage is offered as a center item and fundamental 
inspiration factor for the visitor. The particular district, populace and institutional methodologies 
are also shrouded in this travel industry action (McCain and Ray, 2003) 
Collaboration and linkage has be developed due to heritage tourism between the stakeholders – 
local networks, visitors, government, media and NGOs in the travel industry for cultural creations 
and improved tourism encounters (Chronis, 2005). This travel industry section associates the 
patriotism which features the national identity images to the sightseers (Palmer, 1999). Around 
40% of international  excursions incorporate culture and heritage as a feature of the experience 
(Timothy and Boyd 2003) which barely makes heritage a specialty of the travel industry. The 
European Commission expressed that 60% of European vacationers are keen on finding different 
cultures and 30% of choices in regards to the travel destination are  depend on the accessibility 
of heritage destinations (EICR 2004) what was reconfirmed in a worldwide point of view in a 
recent ITB World Travel Trends Report with the end that the age of " Millennials want authentic 
travel experiences " (ITB Academy 2016, 27), including finding new cultures.  
Heritage tourism is knowing one of the main considerations for affecting national identities to 
the sightseers for communicating obvious utilization experience to them (Light, 2001 ). 
Additionally, this sort of the travel industry features the relationship among built and live heritage 
to perceive the cultural  items for satisfying the visitors' requests (Jansen-Verbeke, 1998; Light, 
2001 ). Besides, vacationers are giving predominance on their desires as opposed to the inherent 
value of validness to choose a destination (Teo and Yeoh, 1997) 
 
2.2 Tourism at UNESCO World Heritage Sites 
An extraordinary case is World Heritage tourism and alludes to heritage destinations that are 
engraved in the WHL started by UNESCO. It very well may be comprehended as a brand segement 
of general heritage tourism (Hall and Piggin 2003). As per Timothy and Nyaupane (2009), 
numerous nations attempt to improve the perceivability of their heritage places with aspiration 
to have them assigned the World Heritage status. An assignment generally is seen as branding 
(Timothy 2011) or labelling (Yang, Lin and Han 2010) and as indicated by Yang (2014, 74), UNESCO 
is an incredible yet disputable factor and a few destinations don't advance it as forcefully as 
others. In any case, additionally for World Heritage Sites it is fundamental to segment their 
travelers so as to locate the correct procedure regarding guest experience, income  and 
preservation (Hall and McArthur 1993).  
The Organization for Economic Co-activity and Development or OECD (2009) recognizes “the too 
general marketing of heritage sites as a center issue for travel destination since since heritage 
tourists look for explicit experience and not a wide array of products”. This factor comes 
especially into play for a World Heritage Site because of its grouping under the domain of a 
unified brand (Hall and Piggin 2003) in spite of the fact that the characteristics and experience of 
WHS shift from places to places. 
Adie and Hall (2016) saw that truth be told, not very many researchers have proposed to dissect 
the segment of World Cultural Heritage travelers albeit 77.4% of the properties recorded in the 
WHL are cultural. Palau-Saumell et al. (2013) concur with this view just posting two different 
investigations analyzing consumer behavior at WHS (Poria, Reichel and Cohen 2011) and the 
impact of the WHS brand on sightseers' inspiration for visiting WHS (Marcotte and Bordeau 
2006). As far as demographics, literature with the subject of World Heritage tourism shows 
comparative outcomes in correlation with investigations of heritage tourism. The Australian 
contextual analysis from King and Prideaux (2010) demonstrated that the quantity of female 
visiting WHS was little higher than of the one of male. Wang et al. (2015) mentioned a similar 
objective fact for Kanas in China and furthermore Remoaldo, Ribeiro, Vareiro and Santos (2014) 
noted more female than male guests to the World Heritage City of Guimaraes, Portugal. Adie and 
Hall (2016) determined just minimal difference between the quantity of female and male visiting 
the considered World Heritage Sites.  
 As far as education, the discoveries were equivalent for every one of the three investigations 
demonstrating reliably high education of World Heritage vacationers what checks and goes line 
up with the discoveries for the heritage tourism from the literature reviewed. In any case, one 
significant distinction was found as far as scale. Huh et al. (2006) noticed that heritage tourist 
most generally are from the nearby territory and along these lines domestic, but World Heritage 
guests are mostly international tourists. In their exploratory investigation, Poria, Reichel and 
Cohen (2013, 273) raise the purpose of affiliations heritage tourists have when stood up to with 
World Heritage. respondent connected the WHL to being a culturally renowned site of significant 
importance to mankind implying that an assigned site must be of an value for the whole human 
race and not just for a particular group of individuals. Additionally, the discoveries let presume 
that World Heritage Sites are announced as national tourists features that must be visited. 
Curiously enough, most of the respondents couldn’t  recognized the World Heritage Site logo. 
Additionally, less awareness was found as far as what the label of a site as World Heritage 
represents (Williams 2005) and Yan and Morrison (2007) didn't found a strong connection 
between familiarity with the way that a site is marked World Heritage and the choice to visit it. 
Line up with these investigations, Hall and Piggin (2001) discovered that stakeholders regularly 
expected a higher increment in guest numbers than reached and in the long run, Poria et al. 
(2013) reach the resolution that the assignment doesn't remarkably affect tourism demand. 
Interestingly, Shackley (1998) outlines the enrolment of a World Heritage Site  an assurance 
increase in number of tourists visiting the site because of its worldwide visibility. Likewise, Bianchi 
(2002) perceives a WHS assignment as a marker of value for worldwide markets. Significant effect 
on visitors flow and kinds of tourists visiting has been recognized by Ramires et al. (2016) in an 
investigation led in the World Heritage City of Port, Portugal. Its global picture as an appealing 
the travel destination had been reinforced through the UNESCO label. 
 
Adie and Hall (2016) stated “World Heritage designations seem to be particularly attractive for 
European tourists with German, English and French visitors on the forefront”. Data show that 
60% of European vacationers are looking for cultural perspectives and 30% of places were picked 
by the offer of heritage sites (Remoaldo et al. 2014). In spite of the fact that the official 
expectation of a labelling is to ensure worldwide heritage for generations of the future, the 
discussion between heritage protection and the tourism advancement is progressing (Palau-
Saumell et al. 2013). Another significant angle is the administration of World Heritage Sites. As 
indicated by Poria et al. (2013), “tourists associated World Heritage Sites with a more 
professional management that provides not only all necessary facilities such as toilets and on-
site transportation what justifies higher entrance fees, but also the appropriate interpretation 
what again connects to the omnipresent desire of heritage tourists to gain knowledge”. Likewise, 
heritage spots ought not be viewed as a confined fascination but included in  the elements of the 
encompassing region. The cultural,  social, and financial reality just as well as interplay between 
culture, recreation and tourism must be viewed while focusing on a holistic travel industry 
development (Ramires et al. 2016).  
The portrayed absence of studies that deals with visitors to UNESCO World Heritage Sites is the 
beginning point and where the current investigation means to fill a gap and give results and new 
discoveries with regards to UNESCO sites in new tourism destination as for guest satisfaction and 
post-visit conduct. Besides, the examination will bolster the composing of the executives 
stratergies for World Heritage Site improvement. 
 
2.3 Satisfaction  
Visitors satisfaction is significant in light of the fact that it impacts consumption during the visit 
and the future loyalty of sightseers (Huh et al., 2006; Kozak and Rimington, 2000). All the more 
explicitly, visitors who are happy with their past  travel experience will in general be all the more 
ready to return to the destination and prescribe it to companions or family members (J. Lee and 
Beeler, 2009; A. K. Kim and Brown, 2012). It is a mix of perceived value and quality, visitors' 
expectation and experience. The investigation of traveler satisfaction was initially founded on the 
bigger idea of consumer satisfaction. satisfaction was characterized as "how much one accepts 
that an encounter brings out positive emotions" (Rust and Olive, 1994). Likewise, satisfaction was 
considered as "an aggregate assessment of individual encounters" (J. Lee, Kyle, and Scoot, 2012, 
p. 756). Oliver's (1980) expectancy disconfirmation model is one of the most adopted 
methodologies for understanding consumer satisfaction in literature (“Hsu, Chiu, and Ju, 2004; 
Kivela, Inbakaran, and Reece, 1999; Montfort, Masurel, and Rijin, 2006; Phillips and Baumgatner, 
2002; Santos and Boote, 2003; Yen and Lu, 2008; Yi, 1990; Oliver, Balakrishnan, and Barry, 1994”) 
The hypothesis suggested that customer satisfaction is " a function of expectation and 
expectancy disconfirmation” (Oliver, 1980, p.460). 
 Al-Ababneh (2013), examined the perceptions of tourists about the quality of tourist services 
provided in Petra, Jordan, as well as its impact  quality in the overall satisfaction of the tourists. 
The survey was conducted on a sample of 180 tourists from October 2012 to January 2013 and 
the  results of the research were analyzed in the statistical program SPSS 18. For the utilization 
of the data, 4 OLS models were created in which the dependent is taken the  Satisfaction of 
tourists on a scale of 1 - 5, with a higher scale showing greater satisfaction, while the facilities, 
accessibility, attractions and the quality of the services provided to the destination are taken into 
account as determining factors. According to the survey data, the facilities and services of the 
destination (restaurants, local transport, shops, tour guides), positively affect the overall 
satisfaction of tourists at a level of importance of 1%. Equally important is the effect of the 
accessibility of the tourist destination (infrastructure such as roads, airports), to the satisfaction 
of tourists (e.s 1%) as well as the effect of the existence of attractions (nature attractions, 
historical sights, buildings), to the total satisfaction (es 1%). Finally, the quality of the services 
provided, which includes the three previous categories, ie facilities, accessibility and attractions, 
has a direct impact (through the aforementioned independent variables) and positive in the 
overall satisfaction of tourists at a level of statistical significance of 1%. In conclusion, the quality 
of services plays an important role in tourist satisfaction as it increases the levels of overall 
satisfaction. In addition, it was observed that tourists at the destination of Petra were satisfied 
with the level of services provided and their positive intention to visit them again. 
In the buying procedure, buyers compared the actual performance and their desire for an item, 
and the gap between the two decides satisfaction. The hypothesis was normally applied in the 
investigation of traveler satisfaction, which was explanied as the aftereffect of the discrepancy 
between pre-travel desire and post-travel observation (“C-F. Chen and F-S. Chen, 2010; Huh et 
al., 2006; J. Lee and Beeler, 2009; Pizam and Milman, 1993; Yoon and Uysal, 2001”). For instance, 
Pizam and Milman (1993) recommended that “the disconfirmation is a effective indicator of 
satisfaction by considering and looking at the three portions of tourists recognition when they 
visited a particular destination”., Tse and Wilton (1988) proposed reinforcement to the 
expectancy disconfirmation hypothesis. They expressed that consumer satisfaction was just 
related  with actual performance. Their exploration underlined that pre-visit desire ought not be 
considered as an impacting component of satisfaction since sightseers may have no past 
information about their destinations. Yoon and Uysal (2005) demonstrated in spite of the fact 
that for this situation, Tse and Wilton (1988) model must be applied when vacationers have no 
information about their destination. “As satisfaction is a complicated idea, it would be 
progressive to measure satisfaction in various dimensions” (Yoon and Uysal, 2005). The 
exectancy disconfirmation hypothesis was referred to as a “cognitive approach for understanding 
heritage satisfaction. Inspired by Oliver’s findings (1993), a growing number of studies have 
proposed a cognitive-affective approach to understand tourist satisfaction by considering the 
emotional response to the travel experience”. 
Like the cognitive-affective approach, different analysts portray that satisfaction influences not 
just the utilization of products and services at the destination  but also the goal to return and also 
positive post-visit word of mouth (“Aksu, Içigen and Ehtiyar 2010; Beeho and Prentice 1997; 
Hallowell 1996; Pizam 1994”). Kozak and Rimmington (2000) follow this line of thought and 
contend that this information should be used for destination showcasing so as to be successful. 
According to Baker and Crompton ,2008 “If the objective of satisfaction among tourists is 
accomplished, it consequently will lead to an increase of tourism numbers, greater tolerance of 
price increases, increased loyalty in the future, enhanced reputation as well as enhanced 
profitability and political support.” 
2.4 Tourist Satisfaction as a Concept 
There have been an enormous number of studies done on tourist satisfaction which were more 
developed into theoretical methods. A portion of these speculations are “the performance-only 
model Pizam, Neumann & Reichel, 1978), Oliver’s expectancy- disconfirmation model (Oliver, 
1980), the SERVQUAL model (Parasuraman, Zeithaml14 & Berry, 1985), the critical incident 
method (Cadotte & Turgeon, 1988; Alegre & Garau, 2010), the cognitive-affective model (Oliver, 
1993; Bosque & Martin, 2008), the pleasure-tourism behaviours framework (Currie, 1997), the 
HOLSAT approach (Tribe & Snaith, 1998),and the tourist satisfaction model (Wang, Zhang, Gu & 
Zhen, 2009).” Yu and Goulden (2004) outlined four ways to deal with tourists satisfaction 
research utilized today, they are “performance-only method, expectation-performance method, 
importance-performance method and disconfirmation method.” 
The investigation of specific determinants, such as tourist expectations, the image of the 
destination, the perceived quality and the perceived value, in the overall satisfaction of the 
tourists, as well as their consequences (complaints and tourism credit), were discussed in the 
study by Wang et. al (2009). The analysis of the results was performed with the structural 
equation model (SEM), using the method of maximum probability. The survey was conducted in 
December 2006 in Guilin, China, one of the country's most popular destinations, and 
questionnaires were collected at both the destination train station and the airport. Of the 800 
questionnaires, for the survey it was usable the 608 as the 192 was deficient. According to the 
results of the factor analysis, seven were created factors: the tourist expectations, the image of 
the destination, the perceived quality, the perceived value, the satisfaction of the tourists and 
the complaints of the visitors. The first factor includes the overall expectations for quality, the 
expectations regarding the adaptation but also the reliability. The second factor includes the 
destination brand, nature and culture and entertainment. The third factor relates to attractions, 
food and accommodation, transportation and the local environment. Following the analysis, the 
fourth factor includes the value for money, the value of time and the value of effort. The fifth 
factor refers to overall satisfaction, satisfaction compared to expectations and satisfaction 
compared to other sites. The sixth factor includes the request for compensation from the travel 
provider, complaints to third parties and the spread of negative comments by word of mouth. 
The last factor refers to the intention to repeat the visit to the destination and to recommend 
the destination to acquaintances / friends. The above seven variables were the sub-investigated 
variables of the structural equation model, in order to determine whether the predicted path-
assumptions are verified. According to the results, the expectations of tourists have a statistically 
significant positive effect on both satisfaction and perceived quality at a significance level of 5% 
while the path expectations tourist-> perceived value, not verified. As for the image of the 
destination, it has a positive effect on the perceived value, the perceived quality, the tourist 
expectations and the tourist satisfaction at a level of importance of 5%.  
Also, perceived quality is an important determinant of overall satisfaction while it is positively 
associated with perceived value. In addition, according to the results the path is perceived 
perceived value-> tourist satisfaction. Considering the path of tourist satisfaction-> complaints, 
it is important to state that tourist satisfaction negatively affects the complaints of tourists. On 
the contrary, the path between tourist satisfaction and tourist credit is confirmed. Finally, 
tourists' complaints have a negative effect on their tourist credit. In conclusion, both the tourist 
expectations and the image of the destination, the perceived quality and the perceived value, are 
four factors that affect tourist satisfaction. Tourist expectations affect both directly and 
indirectly, through perceived quality, satisfaction. In addition, the image of the destination is the 
variable with the greatest impact on satisfaction and affects it both directly and indirectly through 
perceived quality, perceived value and tourist expectations. Perceived quality affects both 
directly and indirectly (through perceived value), the overall satisfaction of tourists while 
perceived value only directly affects satisfaction. Finally, as mentioned above, tourist satisfaction 
has a positive effect on tourist credit and a negative effect on tourist complaints, while the 
complaints negatively affect tourist credit. 
Shahrivar, (2012) also dealt with the determinants of tourist satisfaction. The survey 
questionnaire included eight main and 30 sub-characteristics of the destination and was 
distributed from June to August 2006 to 300 tourists visiting Malaysia. The survey was conducted 
in places that were most likely to be visited by tourists such as hotels, malls, etc. in three different 
locations: Klang Valley, Penang and Malacca. Of the 300 questionnaires, 234 were valid and used 
for data analysis. In addition, in this research they were used demographic characteristics such 
as gender, age, income, occupation, marital status and education in order to investigate which 
types of tourists are satisfied or dissatisfied with the destination. According to the survey results, 
characteristics such as climate, local characteristics, outdoor activities, transport availability, 
communication and food costs are included in the group of those who are indifferent to feature 
tourists. The results also show that tourists are not satisfied with water, wildlife, carnival festivals, 
health / rest and tranquility, information centers, signs / maps, safety and health. On the 
contrary, tourists are satisfied with the following 15 of the 30 sub-characteristics of the 
destination which are divided into eight categories: 1) the natural factors that include the natural 
beauties and the vegetation, 2) the cultural characteristics that include the architecture, the 
historical and ancient monuments and the attractiveness of religion, 3) leisure facilities and 
shopping, a variable that includes entertainment and leisure, 4) accessibility that includes the 
availability of accommodation facilities, 5) the infrastructure which includes the physical distance 
from the destinations, the time to reach the destination, 6) the reception which includes the local 
guides and the community stop, 7) the services, variable that includes banks and cash registers, 
energy and sewerage and finally 8) the variable price / cost that includes the money spent on 
transportation and accommodation costs.  
The above eight variables were independent of the multiple regression used to identify 
satisfaction determinants. According to the results of the regression, all eight variables have a 
statistically significant and positive effect on the overall satisfaction of tourists in 1% significance 
level. The variable with the greatest impact on the addict is the existence of entertainment and 
shopping facilities followed by accessibility, infrastructure, services, cultural characteristics, costs 
/ prices and finally the reception and the physical characteristics of the destination. In terms of 
demographics, no statistically significant effects of gender, marital status and occupation were 
found on overall satisfaction. 
 In contrast, a statistically significant effect of 1% was found on the dependent variable, both age 
and annual income and education. Specifically, the youngest respondents aged 25 and under 
were more satisfied with the characteristics of the destination in relation to the larger ones. Also, 
the respondents with higher income were more satisfied than those with lower income and 
finally the respondents with lower level of education (secondary education and below) were 
more satisfied than those with higher level. Regarding the size of the family and the religion, the 
results of the research showed that there is no statistically significant effect on their overall 
satisfaction, while the origin has a statistically significant and positive effect on e.s. 1%, in it. 
Regarding the travel behavior of the respondents, it was found that the number of previous visits, 
the time spent to organize the trip and the escort of the respondents on the trip do not have any 
significant effect on satisfaction. On the contrary, the existence of previous visits to the 
destination in the past as well as the duration of stay (one to two weeks) have statistics significant 
and positive effect on overall tourist satisfaction as respondents who had traveled to Malaysia 
again were more satisfied than those who had never traveled before, while those who planned 
long before the trip were more satisfied than the other categories. Finally, regarding the effect 
of information sources on overall satisfaction, the results show that there is no statistically 
significant. 
Ramseook,  Munhurrun et al. (2015) also did a similar research. The purpose of this research was 
to investigate the relationship between the image of the destination and the perceived value and 
to examine the factors that lead to overall satisfaction and therefore to tourist credit. The sample 
of the survey initially consisted of 500 tourists from France, England, Germany, Belgium, Italy, 
Switzerland, South Africa and India. From them 370 valid questionnaires were collected which 
were used for data analysis through the structural equation model. (SEM) and factor analysis. 
The data were collected at the international airport of the island, in September and October 2013 
in a period of more than four weeks. After the factor analysis, it appears that the image of the 
destination consists of five main dimensions: the travel environment (peaceful atmosphere, 
cleanliness, safety, friendliness), the sights (sandy beaches, pristine and exotic places and wildlife, 
spectacular landscapes and picturesque mountains), fun-events (variety of entertainment, 
nightlife, cultural events and festivals) infrastructure (wide variety of shops / restaurants, wide 
selection of accommodation, signs throughout the island) and sports (water sports and activities, 
places for hiking and picnics, outdoor recreation throughout the island, golf facilities). According 
to the results, the image of the destination has a statistically significant and positive effect on 
both the perceived value and the satisfaction of tourists at a significance level of 1%. At the same 
time, the same variable does not seem to have any statistically significant effect on visitors' 
tourism loyalty. Furthermore, the perceived value has a statistically significant and positive effect 
at a level of significance of 1% on the satisfaction of tourists but on the contrary does not affect 
the tourist credit. Finally, satisfaction has a statistically significant and positive effect at a 
significance level of 1% on tourist loyalty. Thus, according to the results of the research the trail 
image destination-> perceived value-> satisfaction-> tourist credit operates. It is also worth 
noting that the image of the destination directly affects perceived value and satisfaction, while 
only satisfaction directly affects the tourist credit. Thus, indirectly and only through perceived 
value and satisfaction, the image of the destination has a statistically significant effect on tourist 
credit. Satisfaction is the mediator between perceived value and faith. In conclusion, the more 
valuable they consider their experiences at the destination tourists, the higher the levels of 
satisfaction they have, thus influencing both their future intentions to repeat the visit to the 
destination and their willingness to suggest the destination to others. 
 
2.5 Conceptual model of the study 
With the end goal of this examination, the model of Baker and Crompton which was presented 
for an investigation on festivals was adapted to consolidate the dimensions considered significant 
for the experience with this UNESCO site. In this examination and as per the proposed model, 
the relationship between experience, satisfaction and behavioral intention will be tested. It is 
hypothesized that “a positive and significant relationship between experience quality and 
satisfaction (H1), among satisfaction and behavioural intention (H2) and between each element 
of the experience and satisfaction (H1a; H1b; H1c; H1d) exist”.  Figure 1 graphically presents the 





























Figure 2.2 shows the extended
 
proposed model and incorporates all hypotheses that are tried in 
this examination which are “the increase of satisfaction with the amount of money (H3) and time 
(H3a) spent on-site and that the satisfaction level is lower when tourists’ main reason to visit was 
the UNESCO label (H3b) and or have visited UNESCO sites before (H3c). Lastly, the assumptions 
are made that a significant relationship between time and money spent (H4), as well between 
travel type and money spent (H5) on-site exist.”
 
Extended Baker and Crompton  Model. 2Figure 2.
H1     “There is a positive and significant relationship between Experience Quality and Satisfaction.”
H1a   “There is a positive and significant relationship between the dimension Facilities and employees
and overall Satisfaction.”
H1b    “There is a positive and significant relationship between the dimension Physical appearance and 
maintenance and overall Satisfaction.”
H1c    “There is a positive and significant relationship between the dimension Accessibility and overall 
Satisfaction.”
H1d    “There is a positive and significant relationship between the dimension Interpretation  and Satisfaction.”
H2     “There is a positive and significant relationship between Satisfaction and Behavioural Intention”
H3      “Visitors who spent more money on-site were significantly more satisfied with their visit.”
H3a     “Visitors who spent more time on-site were significantly more satisfied with their visit.”
 H3b     “Visitors whose main reason to visit the site was the UNESCO label were significantly more satisfied      
with their visit.”







Hypotheses of this study
Table 2.1
Chapter 3: UNESCO WHS & TOURISM IN INDIA 
 
In 1972, the Convention for the Protection of the World was adopted at the headquarters of 
UNESCO Cultural and Natural Heritage, the first comprehensive text on protection of World 
Heritage sites. The first investigation took place in 1999  for the protection of monuments in 
times of armed conflict, by adopting the Second Protocol to the 1954 Hague Convention, which 
provides for possibility of registering Monuments in the International Catalog of cultural goods 
heritage of the utmost importance to humanity under enhanced protection. THE UNESCO, among 
others, as an organization generally preserves traditions and intangible heritage which can be 
either languages, songs, festivals, etc. UNESCO Culture's programs have won public recognition 
and sympathy especially after the successful financing of the excursions where the temples of 
Abu Simbel and the Friends in Upper Egypt were saved (22temples). An important milestone in 
the field of Culture was the Convention on Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 
(1972) which aimed at protecting important sites and monuments, such as the Great Wall of 
China, Kilimanjaro National Park, etc. During the decade 1988-1997 the UNESCO sets goals and 
prioritizes cultural and ecological events. THE Heritage can not be secured only by saving 
monuments, the past does not it is only stone. World Heritage is also the ideas and I believe in it 
reason must take the place that belongs to them. In 2003 it was adopted by UNESCO General 
Conference on the International Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangibles heritage. 
Before coming into force it had certified 90 masterpieces of the intangible and oral heritage 
(Balasa-Flegka, 2009).UNESCO promotes cities as meeting places and cultural centers diversity. 
The pilot projects implemented under the auspices of UNESCO affect a city, in particular its 
legislation, architecture, environment, housing, public space, skills. Most programs include 
agreements between different cities according to common principles: Taking into account the 
soil and the environment. Respecting the cultural and social diversity.-Transferring responsibility 
to the citizens.-Promoting economic development, through the proper management of culture. 
For all the above we must have the necessary legal registration. 
 
UNESCO promotes cities as meeting places and cultural centers diversity. The pilot projects 
implemented under the auspices of UNESCO affect a city, in particular its legislation, architecture, 
environment, housing, public space, skills. Most programs include agreements between different 
cities according to common principles: Taking into account the soil and the environment. 
Respecting the cultural and social diversity.-Transferring responsibility to the citizens.-Promoting 
economic development, through the proper management of culture. For all the above we must 
have the necessary legal registration. That's why UNESCO has some key instruments for culture, 
the which is: 
• 1950: “Agreement on the introduction of education, science, and culture(Florence Agreement) 
with its Nairobi Protocol improving knowledge circulation.” 
● 1952: “Universal Copyright Treaty, renewed in 1971,protects intellectual property from 
scientific and literary texts up to movies and sculptures.” 
● 1954: “Treaty on the Protection of Cultural Property in Case Armed Conflict.” 
● 1970: “Treaty on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing It illegal import, export and transfer 
of ownership of cultural property .This treaty is the cornerstone of efforts to contain it illegal art 
trade.” 
● 1972: “Treaty on the protection of world cultural and natural resources heritage. This treaty 
was the first convention to give birth to the idea that humanity possesses a common heritage 
and legal foundation for the list World Heritage.” 
● 1980: “Recommendation on the position of the artist. Recognize additional terms work of 
artists and their unique role in society.” 
● 2001: “Treaty on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage. It was the first convention 
to protect such areas as its light house of Alexandria in Egypt and the shipwrecks that are over a 
hundred years old.” 
● 2001: “Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, which recognizes as part of "the common 
heritage of mankind". 
● 2003: “Treaty on the Protection of the Intangible Cultural Heritage.” 
● 2005: “Treaty on the protection and promotion of their diversity cultural expressions” 
 
3.1 UNESCO World Heritage  
UNESCO World Heritage Sites are designated specific locations (such as forest areas, mountains, 
lakes, deserts, monuments, buildings, or cities, etc.) that are selected by the World Heritage Sites 
Committee; And this committee oversees these sites under the auspices of UNESCO. 
The World Heritage Center was established in 1992 with the aim of horizontal coordination of all 
policies and bodies of the Convention system in order to ensure the geographical and thematic 
balance between environmental and cultural dimension of the World Heritage. "Cultural 
Heritage" means: 
•Monuments: ancient works, important sculptures and paintings or constructions archaeological 
character, sets of works of universal value from its point of view history, art or science. 
•Complexes of buildings: groups of buildings, which due to the architecture of homogeneity or 
their position, have universal value, in terms of history, art, science etc. 
•Sites: human works or a combination of human and nature works as well areas including 
archaeological sites 
The objective of this program is to select and preserve such places of the world which are 
important for humanity in terms of world culture. Under certain circumstances, financial 
assistance is also given to such places by this committee. So far around 1121 sites across the 
world have been declared as World Heritage Sites with 869 cultural, 213 natural, 39 mixed and 
138 other sites. Each heritage site is the property of the particular country in which that site is 
located; But it is also in the interest of the international community to protect them for the 
coming generations and for the benefit of humanity. Rather, the entire world community is 
responsible for its protection. 
3.1.1 The World Heritage Convention 
The recognition of the monuments as universal values that transcend national boundaries and 
require protection from the international community, appeared in international law only the 
beginning of the 20th century. In 1959, the Egyptian government decided to build the Aswan 
Dam. Due to this, a valley filled with treasures of many precious jewels like Abu Symbol of ancient 
civilization was sure to flow into the flood. UNESCO then launched a worldwide campaign of 
safeguards, in addition to appealing to the governments of Egypt and Sudan. This ensured that 
the Abu Symbol and Phile temple was separated into different stone fragments, moved to a 
higher place and restored. The project cost about $ 80 million, of which $ 40 million was collected 
from 50 different countries. It was widely considered a complete success and inspired numerous 
campaigns (such as the preservation of Venice and its lagoon in Italy, the Mohan-jo-daro in 
Pakistan and the Borobodar temple complex in Indonesia). UNESCO then took the initiative, with 
the International Monuments and Sites Council, to hold a conference that would preserve the 
public cultural heritage of humanity. 
Conference & Background 
First the United States suggested to combine cultural conservation with natural conservation. At 
a White House conference in 1965, a demand for a "World Heritage Trust" that protected the 
world's best natural and historical sites for present generation and all future citizenship ".  
The UNESCO, has as main mission -at cultural level; the identification, protection and 
preservation of cultural heritage is seen as paramount global importance for humanity. The 
initiative to conserve such important sites was undertaken by UNESCO. An international treaty 
to the effect that talks about world cultural and natural heritage conservation was approved at 
the United Nations Humanitarian Environment Convention on 16 November 1972 in the 
"Convention on the Natural and Cultural Heritage of the World" in Stockholm, Sweden. 
In this treaty of UNESCO World Heritage Site, there are mainly 3 types of sites – 
Natural Heritage Site - The result of such heritage physical or geographical natural construction 
or a place of physical and geographical significance, or a place of physical and geographical 
importance, or a place of physical and geographical significance, may be the natural habitat of an 
organism or flora standing on the verge of extinction. 
Cultural Heritage Sites - This category of heritage includes monuments, architectural buildings, 
sculptors, paintings, architectural glimpses, inscriptions, cave dwellings and places of global 
importance; Group of buildings, individual buildings or interconnected buildings; Architectural 
work or nature and the result of joint efforts of human beings, which are of historical, aesthetic, 
ethnic, anthropological or global importance, are included. 
Mixed Heritage Sites - This category includes heritage sites which are important both in natural 
and cultural forms. 
 Noteworthy is the fact that in the Convention the UNESCO connecting cultural heritage with the 
natural environment by assessing and putting on the same hierarchical level with the the 
monuments of nature monuments of human civilization. The Convention combines two different 
policies: the elimination of risks that threaten cultural monuments and the protection of the 
natural environment. (Lenos, 2003). 
In accordance with Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention ( http: // whc. UNESCO .org / en / 
conventiontext / ) , as cultural heritage are considered monuments, buildings, areas and natural 
heritage, natural designs and natural sites of universal value. The Convention sets out the 
obligations of the Member States to identify and protect potential candidate monuments 
and sites. In addition, it encourages the integration of heritage protection in regional planning 
programs, the conduct of scientific and technological research and the adoption of measures that 
will make heritage functional.  
 
3.1.2 The World Heritage List 
 
The Convention, in Article 11 § 2 ( http: // whc. UNESCO .org / en / conventiontext / ), establish 
the so-called " World Heritage List ", which entered the cultural or natural heritage of universal 
importance that require special protection.  India was ranked in the World Heritage List on 14 
November 1977. To register in the list site must meet at least one of the criteria that has 
established by UNESCO for this  ( Makris, 2001) . These are six cultural and four natural 
criteria which are the following ( http: // whc. UNESCO .org / en / criteria / ) : 
 
i.“To be a masterpiece of human creativity. 
ii.To show a significant exchange of human values in a period of time or in a cultural region 
of the world, in terms of architecture or technological development, the art of monuments, 
urban planning or landscape design. 
iii.To be a unique or at least excellent testimony to a cultural tradition or culture that is still 
alive or has disappeared. 
iv.To be an excellent example of a form of building. 
v.To be an excellent example of a human settlement, land or sea use, which is also indicative 
of a culture (or more) or interaction with the environment, especially when it has become 
vulnerable to irreversible changes. 
vi.Be directly linked with events or living traditions, ideas or beliefs, with artistic and literary 
works of outstanding s global importance. 
vii.To contain exceptional natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty and 
aesthetic importance. 
viii.To be an excellent example for important stages of the earth's history, such as recording 
life data, important geological processes for the development of geomorphology or 
important physiographic features. 
ix.To be an excellent example of important ecological and biological processes in the evolution 
and development of land, water, coastal and marine ecosystems and communities of 
animals and plants. 
x.Include the most important and indicative natural habitats for the conservation of 
on - site biodiversity, including those containing endangered species of exceptional global 
importance in terms of science or conservation.” 
              Also, the status of protection and management, the authenticity and the unified 
character of the cultural and natural heritage are taken into consideration. 
              The country concerned selects the appropriate time to apply to the World Heritage 
Center. The Advisory Bodies review the submission dossier and then give an opinion to the 
International Center for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property which 
provides specialized knowledge regarding the maintenance and protection of sites of cultural 
interest ( http://www.iccrom.org ). When the evaluation and evaluation process is completed, 
the World Heritage Committee has the possibility to approve or reject the candidacy but also to 
seek more information from the interested states.  
 
3.2 Tourism in India 
The Indian the travel industry and accommodation industry have risen as one of the significant 
drivers of development among the administrations area in India. Tourism in India has significant 
potential to enhance the rich cultural and historical heritage, diversity in ecology, terrain and 
natural beauty spread across the country. Tourism, besides being an important source of foreign 
exchange for the country, also generates a potentially large employment. Foreign arrivals during 
the period January-November 2019 stood at US $ 26.78 billion, registering a growth of 3.7 
percent year-on-year. 
 As indicated by the WTTC World Travel and Tourism Council India positions third among 185 
nations of total contribution of travel and tourism to GDP in 2018. India was positioned 34 in the 
Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report 2019 published by the World Economic Forum. 
Market size 
India is the one of the most digitally advanced nation in terms of digital devices used to 
experience digital planning, booking and travel, India's growing middle class and rising disposable 
income has accelerated the growth of domestic and external tourism.  
During 2018, foreign tourist arrivals (FTA) in India stood at 10.56 million, getting a increase rate 
of 5.20 percent during January-November 2019.
The  tourism industry  in  India  created around  8  percent  of  the  all  employment which was   
generated in the  whole  country in 2017, giving jobs  to  around 41.6 million people in  the 
same year. By 2028, this number will increase by 2 percent annually accounting for around 
52.3 million jobs every year. Hotels from around the world  are increasing their presence 
through various investments  in the country, and will account for around 50 % by 2022.
Investment 
India in terns of  national  investment is 3rd biggest country  in  the  world  in  terms  of  travel  
and  tourism investment with an investment of US .7 45.7 billion in 2018.
According  to  figures  released  by  the  Department  of  Industry  and  the  Department  of  Internal 
Trade Promotion (DPIIT), this sector  invested around 12.99 billion between April 2000 and June 
2019.
Government Initiatives 
The Indian government values the country's potential in the tourism industry and has taken 
several steps to make India a global tourism hub. The following are some of the important 
initiatives undertaken by the Government of India to boost India's tourism and hospitality sector: 
The Ministry of Tourism has launched an audio guide feature app called Audio Odigos for 12 sites 
in India (including nominated sites). 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has appealed to visit 15 domestic tourist destinations in India by 
2022. 
The statue of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, known as the Statue of Unity, was inaugurated in October 
2018. At 182 meters, it is the tallest statue in the world. This is expected to boost the country's 
tourism sector and put India on the world tourism map. 
The Government of India is striving to achieve 2% share in the world's international tourists by 
2025. 
Tax refunds were introduced in the budget of 2019-20 budget by  the government  for visitors  
from different nations like Singapore to spend money more in India and boost its tourism sector.
  Rs  1,160  crore has been allocated by government of India for  for  the  development  of tourism 
circuit under Swadesh Darshan in 2019-2020 budget
And under the same budget of 2019-20, 82.27  million  has  been reserved  for  the  promotion  
and expansion  of various programs and schemes of the Ministry of Tourism.
Tourism in India has taken a leap in the last few years and every region of India has contributed 
to its grandeur and exaggeration. In the northern part of the Indian capital, Delhi, there are many 
cultural adventures such as the Qutub Minar, the Red Fort, which sheds light on the splendor of 
Indian dynasties. Other modern architectural features include lotus temples, Jantar Mantar etc. 
The finest Taj Mahal is a symbol of infinite love, Fatehpur Sikri, Hawa Mahal reflects a glimpse of 
tourists from India. Beauty of the Thar Desert in India, which assimilates the culture of the 
surrounding cities like Jaisalmer, Jaipur, Bikaner, adds to the grandeur of tourism all over India. 
3.3 Tourism in Jaisalmer 
Jaisalmer, the 'Golden City', symbolizes the charm of Rajasthan's royal palaces and a sandy desert 
with fighting camels. This world famous tourist destination is in the middle of the Great Thar 
Desert. As the administrative headquarters of Jaisalmer district, it borders Pakistan, Bikaner, 
Barmer and Jodhpur. This golden city is only 575 km away from the state capital Jaipur. Tourism 
plays an important role in the economy of the district. The city is named after Rao Jasal, the 
founder of the city which ruled over Jaisalmer in the 12th century. 
 This golden city is famous for Rajasthani folk music and dance forms, which are highly 
appreciated on the world stage. On the occasion of the Desert Festival at Sam Sand Dunes,the 
most exotic dance, 'Kalbelia', is performed by the tribes living here. A three-day annual festival is 
held in the month of February. Camel races, turban pairs and the best mustache competitions 
attract tourists from far and wide. Moreover, camping in the great Thar Desert, burning bonfires 
and camel safaris, Jaisalmer offers travelers an unforgettable experience. 
While planning a holiday in Jaisalmer, the foodies can taste the tribal food of Rajasthan. Lazis Fall-
A-Vegetable (a frying dish of boneless chicken with chopped vegetables) is the most popular dish 
among tourists. Delicious Ker Sangri (desert leafy vegetables and capers) are unique in Jaisalmer. 
Interested tourists can find Bhanuan potatoes (mint paste and boiled potato juice) and curry 
pakoda (dumplings cooked in curd chutney) at Jaisalmer Restaurants. 
 Jaisalmer is also famous for its royal forts, mansions, palaces, museums and temples. Jaisalmer 
Fort is one of the most famous tourist attractions in the Golden City. The setting of the sun is the 
golden color of this yellow sand fort, hence it is also called Sonar Fort or Golden Fort. The fort 
has many gates like Akhai Dhruv, Hawa Dhruv, Suryadhruv and Ganesh Dhruv. The fusion style of 
Rajput and Mughal architecture on the fort attracts the attention of tourists. Tourists can see 
various palaces, seven Jain temples and many wells here. Among the seven Jain temples, 
Shantinath Temple, Chandraprabhu Temple and Shetalnath Temple are the most popular 
religious sites. In the vicinity of Jaisalmer Fort, a famous tourist spot in the city, there is a palace 
of the Maharaja or Jaisalmer Fort Palace Museum and Heritage Center. Tourists can see the entire 
city from the roof of the palace. The main attractions of the palace are silver coronation thrones, 
beds, utensils, local stamps, notes and statues in the palace 
Trend of Tourists in Jaisalmer 
Jaisalmer has tremendous potential  of attracting foreign as well as domestic tourist. 




Chapter 4 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
4.1 Data Collection and Sampling 
 
An on-location overview was directed at the chosen WHS, Jaisalmer India. The heritage site picked for the 
conduction of the cross sectional examination needed to satisfy two fundamental measures  
1) to be assigned an UNESCO World Heritage Site  
2) made available to the overall population with clear doorways and exits and in this manner open 
for the travel industry 
 
This site was qualified in light of the fact that this site is known for the Heritage culture of various periods 
of Jaisalmer's history and it was additionally recorded as " must see" destinations on the Jaisalmer tour 
itinerary. Also, Jaisalmer fortification is one of the only living fort in entire Asia meaning living inside the 
fortress. The capability of this site make it well known and open to a differing scope of tourist in this way 
meeting the objectives of this examination. 
 
Since the point of the examination was to gauge visitor satisfaction at Indian UNESCO site the target  
populace was not limited to international visitors and yet included Indian population too. The 
enrollment of deliberate members of this target group was completed randomly henceforth a 
convenience sample was accumulated without an assignment of guests to specific groups for example 
test gathering. 
 The members were told that the survey was anonymous and results would be utilized for research 
purposes only. Respondents must be 18 years old and no motivating force, aside from the scholarly 
contribution that was bolstered by the visitor's participation was given. The polls were gathered 
immediately after completion. Altogether, 52 female and 58 male members were tallied with 39.9% 
more younger than 35 years and. More than 63% (70) were international visitors in contrast with about 
36.4% (40) Indian inhabitants. 
 
4.2 Survey instrument 
 
The questionnaire was divided into five main sections (as per theorized research model) to  test the 
hypotheses made from reviewing the literature and assess visitor’s experience at the WHL site in 
Jaisalmer .These sections incorporated general ‘demographic information’ and travel patterns, ‘general 
experience quality’, ‘satisfaction’ and ‘behaviour Intention’.  The last three areas ('Experience Quality', 
'Satisfaction' and 'behavior Intention') are the factors utilized in the examination. 
Each segment is divided in number of things (for the demographical and travel design areas) or traits, 
while Experience Quality is separated into four heads ('Facilities and representatives', 'Physical 
appearance and maintenance, 'accessibility', 'interpretation') which at that point incorporate further 
characteristics. Table 3 summarizes the  division and the literature  from which questions were taken. To 
guarantee legitimacy and unwavering quality, segments, items and characteristics were produced as per 
the reviewed literature and adjusted with the end goal of this investigation. 
 A 5-point Likert-scale was applied for this research which has broadly been utilized in similar studies on 
consumer and tourist satisfaction (“for example Vareiro et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2015; Palau-Saumell et 
al. 201 5; Trinh and Ryan 2013; De Rojas and Camarero 2008”) and went from Strongly disagree to 
Strongly agree. Here, the choice Not applicable was given and explained to be picked if the evaluated 
trait has not been experienced or was essentially not existent on location.  
The measurement has been generally utilized in comparable studies to examine visitors' perception. 
Since the target of the study were both international and local visitors, to make it useful, the 
interpretation/back-interpretation technique was used in this investigation (Brislin, 1980). The survey 
was at first written in English, and was converted into Hindi by the researcher, who is a local Hindi 
speaker. Clear bias was adjusted during the back-translation process. An initial text clarifying the 
motivation behind the examination and expressing the treatment of information with high privacy could 
be found at start of the survey. 
4.2.1 Demographics and travel design.  
As per Timothy and Boyd "three of the most well-known ways that administrators and advertisers 
separate the market for their items and administrations depend on their segment, geographic and 
psychographic qualities" (2003, 64). This information assists with deciding individuals' wants and needs. 
As far as demographic and geographic qualities, questions related to age, sex, education level and the 
distance travelled to arrive at the site (traveler or inhabitant) bolster this goal. In like manner, these 
things have been added to the survey of this research. The no. of visits to the nation, kind of travel and 
source of knowledge were surveyed to acquire more data of the tourists visiting to the UNESCO site. 
Another inquiry of the survey had the reason to distinguish how well the heritage site is publicized and 
from where participants got knowledge about the site. This question allowed from than one answer. 
 Because of the desire to survey the significance of the UNESCO brand, things that explicitly center 
around the effect of the UNESCO mark and the tourist's experience at the site have been incorporated. 
In the event that the guest had been to other UNESCO destinations before ,some information about 
their experience were asked to test whether this affects the overall satisfaction. To distinguish whether 
the UNESCO mark was the primary reason behind the visit had a comparable reason since it was should 
show if guests anticipate a specific nature of the site and in this way may be less satisfied than others.  
Moreover, guests whose primary motivation to visit was the World Heritage Site were approached to 
give a short statement about the explanation of it. This was done to evaluate whether the guests who 
know that the site is included for the WHL additionally know the reason behind it (the OUV). To pick up 
data on the monetary effect of opening the site to the general population, guests were approached to 
state how much cash they spent nearby and which things were bought. Moreover, the span of their visit 
was evaluated. The last thing of the travel pattern segment ("In examination with what I anticipated 
from this visit, my experience has been") worked as a reinsurance that the most fitting hypothetical 
model had been utilized.  
As examined in consensus on the correct estimation of satisfaction has not been reached among 
specialists. Because of the depicted issues that happen with testing encounters (Tse and Wilton 1988), it 
was chosen to depend on the experience quality, satisfaction and behavioural intention model without 
including the pre-visit desires for the guests. In any case, the guest was approached to compare the 
experience and their expectations before the outing to recognize whether a critical relationship exists 
and if expectations ought to be remembered for future research. For this thing, a 5-point Likert-scale 
alluding to expectation measurment(Oliver 1980) was utilized which ran from Much worse to Much 
better yet in addition left the choice of expressing that one had no expectation previously (Don't know). 
Aside from the referenced things that necessary further clarification, all things included alternatives that 
should be selected by the visitor with the goal that no writing was essential. 
 
 4.2.2 Sections, dimensions and attributes.  
Contributors of the examination were asked to assess their experience with the World Heritage Site 
dependent on a pool of 20 site characteristics. As referenced previously, these characteristics were 
bunched into five segments which were not expressed on the survey yet utilized with the end goal of 
investigation. As portrayed by Timothy and Boyd (2003), facilities (for example latrines, guest center and 
so on.) assume a significant job in the travel industry and subsequently were incorporated for the study. 
Besides, the guest was asked to express their degree of satisfaction with questions related to the 
contact with the representatives and the local community. Tidiness, security and entertainment factor 
for youngsters were added in 2 segments while the third one assessed the experience of reaching the 
site. These two segments have been viewed as significant by many researchers (for example Ramires 
2016; Jusoh et al. 2013) and along these lines were added to this investigation. 
 The fourth segment which was incorporated for the assessment of the experience quality focused on 
the view of visitors with respect to info provided and interpretation at the site. The significance of these 
things for satisfaction have been featured in past writing (for example De Rojas and Camarero 2008; Lee, 
Petrick and Crompton 2007) and in this way, guests were solicited to assess the quality from info boards, 
pamphlets and guides. The last segment of the dimension  Interpretation was incorporated to 
distinguish whether the guest has realized why the Heritage destinations is viewed as of Outstanding 
social value. The answers of this inquiry should reveal insight into the accentuation that is put on 
clarifying for which reasons the site was granted the UNESCO tag. The fourth segment (Satisfaction) 
planned for surveying the guests' satisfaction with their visit to the World Heritage Site. Things alluded 
to satisfaction with given info, administration services, the administration's push to make the site 
intriguing and enjoyable and a finishing up assessment of overall satisfaction. The Experience Quality 
segment represented to the second piece of the hypothetical model of this research. As the last 
segment of the survey and 3rd part of the model, Behavioral Intention of the visitors was overviewed. 
Rather than the goal to come back to the site, the things asked referred to the intention to recommend 
and visit other UNESCO destinations in India dependent on the experience made at the present site. In 
these things have been demonstrated to be better markers for future conduct in the travel industry 
setting (McIntosh 2004; Moscardo and Pearce 1999; Prentice 1993). Finally, guests should express their 
willigness to pay a higher extra charge to enter the site as it has been done in past researches (for 
example Chen and Tsai 2007; Oppermann 2000). This question was incorporated to give essential data 





List of references for Variables/Dimensions and Items/Attributes used in the 
questionnaire
   
Variable/Dimension Item/Attribute References 
   
Travel pattern and 
further Information 
In the event that you are a traveler, how 
many times  have you visited India 
(counting the current visit)? 
"Wang et al. 2015" 
  
Your trip is of what nature?  "Wang et al. 2015" 
  
From what sources you found 
about this UNESCO site (more 
than one answers possible)?
"Palau-Saumell et al. 2013" 
   
 If your main motivation to visit this site 
is  due to its UNESCO World Heritage 
label?
"Palau-Saumell et al. 2013" 
   
 The amount of time spent 
during my  visit to this 
UNESCO site was 
"Palau-Saumell et al. 2013" 
   
 I have spent money during my visit on 
(more than one answers possible)
"Ashworth & Johnson 1996" 
   
 I have seen other UNESCO World 
Heritage Sites previously also?
"Palau-Saumell et al. 2013" 
   
 In correlation with what I anticipated 
from this visit, my experience has been 








Experience Quality   
   
Facilities and employees Washroom were clean and clearly visible
on the site 
"Aksu et al. 2010" 
   
 The products offered by gift shops were 
of  good quality  local arts and crafts of 
Jaisalmer/India
"Aksu et al. 2010" 
   
 Restaurants  available on site of good 
quality
"Huh et al. 2006" 
   
 The Tourist information center
 was informative
 "Huh et al. 2006" 
   
  Sufficient number of rest areas 
were available on site
"Chen & Chen 2010" 
   
 Sign boards and directions available 
on the site were useful
"Palau-Saumell et al. 2013" 
   
 Whenever needed employees were 
helpful and available
"De Rojas & Camarero 2008" 
   
 Employees had good amount of 
knowledge about the site
"De Rojas & Camarero 2008" 
   
 I got opportunity to get involved  
with people of the local 
community
 
"De Rojas & Camarero 2008" 




This site was clean and litter free 
This site had good security and 
safety measures  
"Aksu et al. 2010"
2010"




 This site was entertaining for 
children and young adults
"Frost & Laing 2016" 
   
Accessibility Roads were in good condition leading 
to the site 
"Ramires 2016; Jusoh et al. 
2013; Aksu et al. 2010"
   
 Finding site from the main road was
easier
"Aksu et al. 2010; Jusoh et al. 
2013"
   
Interpretation Dashborads  were well-placed, easy  
to read and understand
"De Rojas & Camarero 
2008"
 
   
 There were well designed and 
informative Brochures available 
at the site
"Kozak & Rimmington 2010" 
   
 Audio guides were very informative 
and of high quality
"Huh, Uysal & McCleary 2006" 
   
 There were well informed tourist 
guides available
"Huh, Uysal & McCleary 2006" 
   
 I got information about the Outstanding 
Universeral  value of this UNESCO site
"De Rojas & Camarero 2008" 
   
Satisfaction Information provided at this 
UNESCO site was satisfying for 
me
"Aksu et al. 2010" 
   
 Services received at this site was 
satisfying for me
"De Rojas & Camarero 2008" 
   
 I was satisfied with the effort of 
management to make this site more 
entertaining and enjoyable 
"Remoaldo et al. 2014" 
   
  
 
 I am overall satisfied with the visit to 
this UNESCO site 
"De Rojas & Camarero 2008" 
   
Behavioural Intention I would like to recommend this site to 
other people for visiting 
"De Rojas & Camarero 2008" 
   
 I would be willing to pay more to enter 
this UNESCO site 
"Baker & Crompton 2000" 
   
 I will visit other UNESCO sites in India 












    
   
 
 
   
                                            
  
4.3 Statistical Data Analysis  
 
As far as stats are concerned, IBM Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) v. 24 was utilized for 
examination. Factual instruments that were utilized are descriptive analysis- statistics, differential 
analysis, relationship investigation and cross tabulation. 
The statistical data analysis was acted in three stages. In the initial step, the descriptive analysis was led 
to identify the qualities of test profiles. In the subsequent advance, factor analysis was utilized to 
remake the measurement things. The final step of investigation is to uncover the effect of individual 
qualities on variables.  
The dependability of the scale was tried by Cronbach's alpha, which was utilized as the most widely 
recognized measure of internal consistency of the information, particularly with the Likert scale question 
(Cronbach, 2004). The adequate estimation of coefficient alpha has been proposed to be 0.70 or more 
(Nunnally, 1978; Peterson, 1994). But, under certain conditions, a low alpha can likewise be viewed as 
worthy because of the scale length (Yang and Green, 2011). Demographic  and travel pattern were 
introduced through descriptive analysis and sections and dimensions assessed by utilizing descriptive 
statistics. 
 So as to test connections between individual things and increase information on associations between 
specific sorts of behaviour, Cross classification and Pearson Chi-Square Test were used. The basic 
descriptive analysis was led to pick up info about the chosen sample and pattern of travel. 
CHAPTER 5. RESULTS  
 
 
The following chapter results are presented using specific analyses to check visitors' satisfaction, 
the analysis is used to explore the different relationships proposed in the hypothetical concept 
framework. Analysis results are presented such as full confidence in the measurement tool used 
to check visitor satisfaction. 
 
The characteristics of the sample have been presented, as well as the main dimensions examined 
in the study. This section also discusses the reliability of each dimension. The hypothesis has been 
tested with hypothesis analysis and the analysis of variance (ANOVA) has been used to assess the 
survey dimensions with a unique spotlight on the hypothesis expressed earlier in the review of 




5.1 Demographic profile of respondents. 
 
Out of 150 surveys conducted, 120 were returned, out of which 110 were usable. The useless 
answers included either incomplete clauses of expectation or satisfaction in the questionnaire. 
Accordingly, the information of 110 respondents was examined in this examination. As was 
expressed earlier, the survey was conducted in Jaisalmer Fort for 30 days from 1020 to March 10 
in 2020. 
 
Table 5.1 demographic data is raised from the study. Usually even gender distribution was found 
with a portion of 47.2% F and 52.8% M respondents. The group of 25-34 years was by far the 
most featured depiction as age with 27.2%. The accompanying groups performed a decent result 
with 16.4% for 35-44 years and 14.5% for 45-54 and 15.5% for 55-64. The two ends of the range 
are somewhere 18.7% of youth, somewhere in the range of 18 and 24 and 13.7% of senior 
residents over the age of 65. Guests with academic education were among them. By giving 
positive responses in the given options, universities (34.5%), graduates (39.1%) and PhD (8.2%) 
Indicates an amount of 82.8%.  
 
18.2% of guests addressed that they have basic education that incorporate all possibilities 
outside of advanced degrees. To get a definitive view of the excursion made by the guest, the 
subject of the residence was questioned. 63.6% of respondents were an international visitor and 






The results of demographic related questions in numbers and percentage. 
 
























1. Demographics N. % 
1.1 Gender 
  
 Female 52 47.2 
 Male 58 52.8 
1.2 Age 
  
 18-24 14 12.7 
 25-34 30 27.2 
 35-44 18 16.4 
  16  
 45-54  14.5 
  17  
 55-64  15.5 
 65 and over 15 13.7 
1.3 Education 
  
 Basic 20 18.2 
 University 38 34.5 
 Graduate 43 39.1 
 PhD 9 8.2 
1.4 Visitor Type 
  


















5.2 Travel pattern and further information.  
 
The largest range of respondents with 69.1% responses were first-time visiting guests at site. 
21.8% visited the site once before and 9.1% have visited at least several times, including current 
travel. With 59.1%, the assessment of the trip indicated a high number of guests who sort their 
outing themselves. Practically 23% use trips as a feature of bundles in packages or group tours. 
Only 7.3% expressed to visit the site during an excursion to work and more than 10.9% used 
different arrangements. 
The main source of information for respondents, how they knew about this UNESCO site was 
books and guides. 36.4% used this option while 12.7% were informed by relatives or friends. 
19.1% used the web and different types of media, 10.9% received data from their travel agent 
and for 16.4% it was basically part of their booked package. The rest of the rates spread among 
respondents who expressed that they use different combinations of data and represent a 
combination of multiple options. As inspiration, 78.8% addressed that the UNESCO mark was not 
their primary motivation to visit the site, which leaves practically 21% of guests, who were mainly 
drawn by the WH label. The length of stay was evaluated with an option of 60 minutes, 1-2 hours 
and more than 2 hours. 14.8% made the first and 28% made the latter's choice, 42.8% made up 
of respondents who lasted for about two hours and 58.2% who remained on the site for a long 
time. 
As for the financial impact, 40% spent somewhere  in the range of 100 and 500 IN and under 20% 
spent 100 INR. 20.9% somewhere in the range of 600 and 1000 INR and 7.3% somewhere in the 
range of 1100 and 1500 INR. More than 1500 INR spent by 11.8%  respondents. On most 
occasions, guests just spent an entry fee (41.8%) and 11.8% did not spend the money, which has 
been made possible with the upfront money given in the package tour. This implies that 53% of 
the guests who responded to the survey did not spend any cash or only at the required entry fee. 
Food and drink was bought by 19.1%, 10.9%by gift, 6.4% using a local guide and 10% spent it in 
a mix of different items. 
Over 81% of the respondents were not new to heritage sites and had visited UNESCO World 
Heritage Sites previously though practically 19% visited a WHS for the first time with the UNESCO 
tag. The inquiry concerning to the correlation between the guest's expectation and their genuine 
experience  demonstrated that a reasonable number of respondents 17.3% likely didn't have 
desires before visiting or couldn't choose whether it was preferred or more awful over 
anticipated. Over 12.7% addressed that their experience had been neither more regrettable nor 
better. Nonetheless, 15.5% hoped for better from their stay, 36.4% expressed that they enjoyed 
their visit more than anticipated and 19% had a much better experience than they envisioned. 
More than 81% of respondents were not new to heritage sites and had previously visited UNESCO 
World Heritage Sites, although only 19% visited a WHS with the UNESCO tag for the first time. 
Inquiries regarding the relationship between visitor expectation and their actual experience 
2.8 Comparison of expectations and 
experience
Much worse 5 4.5
Worse 12 10.9




Much Better 21 19.1
Don‘t know 19 17.3
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Pattern of Travel 2.
.percentages of the data
Results of the analysis of Pattern of travel and more info in Frequency and 
5.2Table 
demonstrated that the reasonable number of respondents 17.3%, likely didn't have desires 
before visiting or couldn't choose whether it was preferred or not as expected. More than 12.7% 
said their experience was neither more regrettable nor better. Nevertheless, 15.5% expected 
better than their stay, 36.4% expressed that they enjoyed their travel more than anticipated and 
19% had a much better experience than they thought. 
 
5.3 Descriptive statistics 
 
Descriptive statistics present guest evaluation of characteristics as well as the overall satisfaction 
of the traveler for the current UNESCO site and the intention of post-trip behavior. Four segments 
can be found with multiple traits for each one of them. Facilities and Employees with 9 
characteristics, physical appearance and maintenance with 4 properties, accessibility with 2 
properties and interpretation with 5 characteristics. 3 is the center decision (Neither agree nor 
disagree) of the 5-point-Likert, including the appropriate response choice Not applicable .As it is 
found in the tables, the scale ranges from Strongly disagree to Strongly agree. Tables present four 
components of overall experience (3. experience quality) with each of the measured features. 4. 
Satisfaction and 5. behavioral intentions are freely centered around because of its character of 
evaluation without requesting obvious qualities. According to the explanations made in this 
process, mean classifications were created to achieve a positive or negative dimension from 
appropriate responses, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied and not applicable. Along these lines, 
means from 1 to 2.99 were seen as unsatisfactory, from 3 to 3.49 meant indifference and known 
as satisfactory from 3.5 to 5. 
 
5.4  Satisfactory, indifferent & unsatisfactory dimensions  
 
Every one of the four segments have been recognized as satisfactory for visitors as per 
classifications that have been set up for the methods in this case of UNESCO site Jaisalmer Fort.  
But, two of the dimensions were extremely near being considered as indifferent and furthermore 
six characteristics didn't accomplish an acceptable level yet have been seen as indifferent by the 
respondents. In like manner, the rest of the 14 characteristics are over the mean of 3.5. 
Each of the four sections has been considered satisfactory for visitors as per the classifications 
established for the methods in this case of Jaisalmer Fort, a UNESCO site. But, the two dimensions 
were being considered indifferent and moreover the six characteristics have not met the 
acceptable level, yet have been seen as indifferent by respondents. In this way, the remaining 14 
features are higher than the average of 3.5. 
5.4.1  Satisfactory dimensions   
 
 
Dimension 3.1 Facilities and Employees completed a mean (3.65) near the center of the scale. 
Facilities like washrooms, gift shops and guest centres show a little inclination towards being 
good while cafes/snack has not drawn a clear conclusion (meaning: 3.17). The rest zone saw 
61% of guests and 67% of people see that signposts and directions are proper. 77% viewed 
workers as accommodated and accessible as needed and 21% addressed indifferently. This leaves 
only 2% of disgruntled guests. 
 
The equivalent applies for the information on the workers with 59% satisfied, 37% indifferent 
and 2% unsatisfied respondents. The trait of engaging with the nearby community was satisfatory 
with a mean of 3.17    . Likewise, the mean score 3.32    of Interpretation didn't  let gave any solid 
assessments. Audio guides are accessible on location with various dialects and thusly the mean 
shows a palatable outcome (3.69). The mean for local area experts (3.59) permits to decide a 
positive inclination despite the fact that local escorts are not given by the site however are 
utilized by the guest or comparing travel organizations. The quality Brochures accomplished an 
indifferent response just as the questions asking about some info on sites  OUV. 41% picked up 
information about the OUV  of the site while 17% didn't feel happy with what they have realized. 
In such manner, data boards were seen to be all around and fascinating by 64% of respondents 
and 8% didn't see themselves as happy with this characteristic. 
 
The most notable features can be found in the dimension 3.2 physical appearance and 
maintenance , which made a general mean of 4.10. Cleanliness was the most engraved feature 
(meaning: 4.56). The most notable mean was fulfilled when requesting their satisfaction with 
the question if it was easier to visit the site. Once more, a total of 87% and 61% strongly agree 
with this feature, with 26% agreeing. In addition, the safety measures were decided to be 
adequate (meaning: 3.89) and entertainment and grown up for children n arrived at a mean of 
3.63  . The second most notable mean was seen as accessibility (3.89).   23% neither agreed 
nor disagreed with the questions  related to the roads were in acceptable condition but 31% 
agreed and 43% strongly agreed. As far as finding the UNESCO site is easy, it took 3.88   with 
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3. Experience Quality 
    
3.78  
3.1 Facilities and Employees 
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3.1.2 
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by gift shops 
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3.1.6 Sign boards and 
directions 
available on the 
site were useful 
15 33 47 15 3.48  












2 52 32 22 3.59  




of the local 
community
 
13 67 16 11 3.17  
3.2 Physical appearance and maintenance 4.10  
3.2.1 This site was 
clean and 
litter free 
1 3 10 18 78 4.56  







0 2 30 39 39 3.89  
3.2.3 It was easy to 
move around 
the site 
0 0 14 28 67 4.50  













3.3 Accessibility     3.89  
3.3.1 







     
 
2 36 29 42 3.88  
      
3.3.2 
Finding site 
from the main 
road was easier
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2 11 20 46 31 3.91  
4.2 Services 
received at 
this site was 
satisfying for 
me 
2 2 34 41 31 3.77  
4.3 I was satisfied 
with the effort 
of 
management 




  27 46 35 4.06  
4.4 I am overall 
satisfied with 
the visit to this 
UNESCO site 
0 3 20 46 41 4.16  
5. Behavioural Intention 3.87  
5.1 
I would like to 
recommend this
 site to other 
people for visiting
 













5.2 I would be 
willing to pay 
more to enter 
this UNESCO 
site 
8 22 40 22 18 3.09  
5.3 I will visit 
other 
UNESCO 
sites in India 
based on the 
experience of 
this site. 
0 7 24 48 31 3.92  
liked. 37% agree to be satisfied with the services on the site and 28% also strongly agree. 4% did 
not agree and 31% neither agreed nor opposed the idea. 74 out of 110 guests agree (42) and 
strongly agree (32) to be satisfied with management's push to make the site attractive and better. 
Finally, 69% of guests expressed that they could agree or strongly agree that they are satisfied, 
but not a single guest strongly disagrees, but 3% couldnt agree with the statement while 28% 
cannot choose. The positive behavioral intention
 
of the guests was with 3.87.
 
 
83% of respondents would prescribe UNESCO site to others and 4% refrained from doing so. 6% 
will not visit other UNESCO destinations in India, depending on their visit to Jaisalmer fort but 
72%  strongly agree or agree to visit at least one of the World Heritage Sites in India. 28% said 
they cannot support the increase the entry fee and 36% have not concluded on the issue. The 



















with the information on the site and 7% did not get as much information as they would have 
lly demonstrated by individual means for four different properties. 80% were happy additiona
4.16   means concluding that most guests leave the site with a sense of satisfaction. It is 
factors. In any case, a widely high mean was found for the overall satisfaction of respondents. 
or satisfaction with all consolidated (experience quality) A means of 3.78 was determined f










 Intention .754** 
**. "Correlation is significantat the 0.01 level (2-tailed)"













satisfaction and behavioural intention
Results of the analysis of significance between dimensions 
5.4Table 
5.5 Testing of hypotheses
The research is having three main hypotheses and is being tested, while H1 includes four, and H3 
three sub-hypothes. For the initial segment and through correlation analysis (Pearson 
correlation),the connection among experience and satisfaction (H1), four factors and satisfaction 
(H1a; H1b; H1c; H1d) and the relationship between satisfaction and behavior intention (H2) is 
tested for significance. In addition, differential analysis with Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is used 
to find evidence to support or dismiss hypotheses in relation to the relationship between travel 
patterns and satisfaction (H3a; H3b; H3c). Finally, the relationship between travel patterns is 
evaluated using cross tabulation and Pearson Chi-Square test to see if the results are significant.
5.5.1 Correlation analysis.
Correlation analysis is done to review the strength of the inspected relationship with the available 
statistical information. A high correlation shows a solid relationship while a low relationship 
coefficient means that a relationship barely exists. For pearson correlation used in this study, the 
coefficient is determined by the division of the covariance by the product of standard deviation. 
Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) can go from - 1.00 (all negative linear) to +1.00 (full positive 
linear correlation). The yield from SPSS allows a further understanding with regard to the 
significance of relationships. 
affect the consumer's whole assessment of the visit.
significant job for overall satisfaction and that changes made for the qualities in this dimension 
acilities on location assume a The coefficients demonstrate that the satisfaction with the f
Satisfaction a positive and significant relationship exists. the coefficient adds up to ρ=.521** . 
Hypothesis 1a is upheld by the discoveries and can be accepted, among Facilities, employees and 
Facilities and employees and overall Satisfaction”
There is a positive and significant relationship between the  dimension H1a: “Hypothesis 1a
and can be accepted.
ent in satisfaction.  H1 is affirmed expansion in apparent experience quality triggers an increm
This implies if the apparent nature of the experience is high, the satisfaction will be high and an 
For the WHS of Jaisalmer Fort (ρ=.561**) a positive and significant relationship has been found. 
Satisfaction”













Hypothesis 1b H1b: “There is a positive and significant relationship between the dimension 
Physical appearance and maintenance and overall Satisfaction” 
 
 
Jaisalmer Fort World Heritage Site physical appearance uncovers a strong relationship between 
its recognition by the guest and the satisfaction (ρ=.493**). For the most part, the coefficient is 
lower than for the previous dimensions (Facilities and employees) yet in any case the relationship 





H1c: “There is a positive and significant relationship between the dimension 
Accessibility and overall Satisfaction”
  
 
Relationship between accessibility and satisfaction shows the least coefficients (ρ=.378**), 
although it’s a positive and significant.
 
The outcomes show that it isn't the most significant factor 




have a more stronger
 
relationship with the overall. In 
any case, significance
 






H1d: “There is a positive and significant relationship between the dimension 
Interpretation” and overall Satisfaction”
 
 
This hypothesis is accepted due to the supportive finding from the study.
 
For the analysis, the 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients let infer that Interpretation has the more strong relationship 
with Satisfaction when looking at the relationship between different dimensions and Satisfaction. 
For Jaisalmer Fort ρ=.523** which shows that understanding and learning on the site is necessary 
for the visitor and emphatically impacts the satisfaction.
 
These discoveries and the accentuation of the entire example, H 3 can be supported.
ars to satisfy the respondent. gift shop including purchasing something to recollect the visit appe
the visit when more cash was spent nearby in a specific way. Additionally pondering around the 
500 INR, the mean of satisfaction rises in every category showing a higher satisfaction with of 1
100 to 500 INR, 600 to 1000 INR, 1000 to 1500 INR and in excess of 1500 INR. Apart from in excess 
.000), significant differences in satisfaction can be found among guests who spent under 100 INR, 
esteem: 
-




site were significantly more satisfied with Visitors who spent more money on“H3: Hypothesis 3
nce acknowledged as affirmed.and hesupportedexamined, H2 is 
for this site. With the discoveries relationship analysedspeaking that has been discovered of the 
relationship generally strongestfor each case. For this site ρ=.754** which is the formstrongin a 
his relationship exists visit. The Pearson Correlation obviously gives proof that t-of the guest post
relationship with the Behavioral Intention significantSatisfaction additionally has a positive and 
, it is broke down if the relationship proceeds and step. As a subsequent guestsatisfaction of the 
overallof the whole experience impacts the perceived qualityIt was demonstrated that the 
Behavioural Intention”

























The length of the visit doesn't appear to be an impacting factor towards satisfaction. In none of 
the case an significance coefficient equivalent or lower .05 was distinguished. Despite the fact 
that means for fulfillment are likewise expanding in every category of the whole sample (under 
60 minutes, 1
-
2 hours, over 2 hours), the increase can't be viewed as significant, and 





H3b: “Visitors whose main reason to visit the site was the UNESCO label were 







must be dismissed due to non
-
significance. The supposition that was made to 
evaluate
 
whether guests expect more developed
 
destinations when visiting UNESCO WHS . This 
isn't supported
 
by the outcomes and along these lines satisfaction level isn't subject to the 
UNESCO label
 







H3c: “Visitors who have visited other UNESCO sites before were significantly less 
satisfied with their visit.”
 
 
doesn't impact one's satisfaction when visiting another WHS. So H3 must be dismissed.
he option to compare in the India. Thusly, having seen other UNESCO sites previously and having t
significantly different satisfaction level than guests who set foot on an WH site for the first time 
.353 uncover that accomplished UNESCO World Heritage Site guests don't have a value-The p





This study found that the experiences at World Heritage Site of visitors has a direct effect on their 
satisfaction and motivation. Moreover, every feature which was tested had a positive and 
significant relationship with the satisfaction and along these lines it is significant for the visitors. 
Based on the findings presented, the survey found that on site interpretation was also important 
feature for visitors. 
Facilities at site such as café, eateries, gift shops also had similar outcome.  Another surprising 
factor is that majority of the guests  weren’t satisfied with the information they got on 
Outstanding Universal Value, which is one of the significant aspects of the WHS site. Moreover, 
the study additionally found that travelers generally were overall satisfied with the trip and would 
recommend visiting the sites to  others and if loopholes are filled this World Heritage Site can 
possibly turn into a tourist visiting goal in Jaisalmer, India. 
This study’s next objective was evaluating other aspects of satisfaction in the context of 
UNESCO’s WHL. Two sub hypotheses, earlier visit to WHS and less satisfaction or visitors more 
satisfied if their reason of visit was WHL, were not supported. This implies despite the fact that 
the UNESCO WH label did not meet the particular desires for these visitors, it did not have a great 
influence on their satisfaction 
In the end, how much time and money spent on the site was tested with satisfaction and 
relationships had a negative impact for the time spent, but the money spent on the site had a 
significant and positive effect influencing overall satisfaction. Contrary to the common notion 
that guests would be satisfied if their trip was cheap, satisfaction increased with the spending on 
food, drinks and gifts .All of these discoveries provided insight into tourism at  UNESCO’s WHS 
and enhancements that can be done. In this particular case, for the first time in Jaisalmer, a 
UNESCO site has been used as a case study, helping tourists comprehend the important concerns 
of a tourist destination boosting its heritage. 
As stated in the preface, few studies have yet been conducted that measure the characteristic 
significance of the satisfaction, and specially impact of time spent on UNESCO sites or the impact 
of money spent on UNESCO sites. Another major contribution and objective of this study is to 
inform public and private organizations about the World Heritage Site and improving the quality 
of their performance and increasing the level of satisfaction, as well as development and revenue 
growth (Ramirez 2016; Baker and Crompton 2000)  
Recognizing the significance of particular features helps improve site performance. In addition, 
the value of UNESCO labels has been discussed with the finding that  OUVs are hardly told to 
visitors and the status of WH labels is diminishing. Besides, these outcomes started a 
conversation on the best way to quantify visitor satisfaction and which model to utilize .This 
choice should be linked to the maturity of the place in terms of tourism development. 
Furthermore, the benefit of knowledge on the World Heritage Tourist population supports a 
small branch of research conducted on the likely contrasts between ordinary heritage tourists 
and World Heritage Site visitors. 
 
6.2 Recommendations and Managerial Implications  
 
From the discoveries in this research, suggestion  can be made for 3 separate levels. Beginning with 
UNESCO, the fundamentally capable association for World Heritage Sites, remarks on the survey have 
indicated how much visitors acknowledged the restoration attempts at the Jaisalmer Fort, and yet 
vigorously condemned the absence of information that has been given about OUV of the site. While it is 
not the responsibility of UNESCO to develop a place for tourism, the appreciation of the place should be 
strengthened in order to implement educational and information programs and interact with the site’s 
OUV for public. The results of this and different investigations demonstrate that this goal has not been 
accomplished which subsequently implies that it would be recommendable for UNESCO to get 
increasingly associated with Tourism at WHL. 
At the same time, upgrades can be made at the national level. The structure of the ministry is so complex 
that it can become confusing and inefficient. Improving co-operation and assigning responsibilities among 
the various authorities involved in the protection and development of World Heritage Sites must be plainly 
controlled and made transparent. Here, it could be effective to build up an India UNESCO commission 
which is responsible for just the UNESCO World Heritage Sites. 
 
The assignment of the UNESCO WH label should have a purpose. If it’s just for the emotional purpose then 
the present status is enough. But in the case if the goal is to use the WHS for Tourism then more efforts 
can be made to reach out to prospective tourists through online-representation, which includes all the 
essential info, development and interpretation of on-site facilities. Simultaneously, there is a need to 
focus on balanced & smart growth and sustainability in tourism infrastructure, in view of  revenue and 
sustainability. This is particularly significant because India needs to protect its unique selling point (USP) 
which is an authentic Indian experience with its heritage and lively  community tradition. Mistakes of 
other destinations which has been already done in this field should be avoided. 
 
At last, the administration of the World Heritage Sites is the official expert on the spot. The aftereffects 
of the examination have clarified that visitors missed interpretation of WH site they visited. Another trait 
of heritage travelers that has become clear is the eagerness to spend money during their travel to WHS 
In 1995, Silberberg already described this that satisfaction of visitors increased with the increased 
spending and possibilities to purchase refreshments, food, and gifts. These chances were frequently either 
missed or seen as improvable. The government should take advantage of this opportunity by delivering 
information and spending opportunities not only to increase revenue, but also to satisfy tourists who rely 
on features beyond culture and heritage. 
 
 
6.3 Limitations  
 
The results drawn here also had several limitations. First, insufficient information in the 
population sample obtained by the survey tool poses some challenges. This limitation led to 
onetime measurement of data collection, limited questionnaires, and timing of the survey. 
Second, the study did not find linear data (data collected at different times), but cross-sectional 
data (data collected at one time). The third thing is that all cultural and heritage places can not 
be represented by a single city or place in this case, Jaisalmer.  
 
Another limitation of the research lies in the area of differentiation between expectation and 
satisfaction in the minds of respondents. Since the examination didn't lead pre and post 
assessment of the qualities, respondents may have given answer in a same way to both, making 
the distinction less likely. Nevertheless, such limitations are expected to propose guidelines and 
encourage further studies in future. 
 
6.4 Future Research 
 
The examination gave an overall image of the connection between WHS destination 
characteristics and tourists' overall fulfilment with the Jaisalmer Fort, India and investigated 
tourist's level of satisfaction by  travel behavior attributes and demographics. This research didn’t 
specify the relationship between satisfaction of tourists and the intention to return. In future 
studies the relationship between tourist satisfaction and the intent of visiting again to the site 
can be examined, as revisit to tourism destination is a central issue for tourism stakeholders  and 
researchers. It should be noted that the findings of such studies may be totally different for other 
World Heritage Sites, even in India. For this study, a single site with a specific level of 
management has been included in the study, leaving many more remaining for further analysis. 
Generally, it is important to measure the satisfaction at World Heritage Sites to develop market 
of heritage tourism which is growing from the many years. 
 
It will be fascinating to lead comparative research during different times of the year and a 
comparison of the results will determine if the results of this research are representative for 
visitors throughout the year or only reflect their views. The linear study will provide valuable 
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire to measure tourists’ satisfaction at UNESCO World 
Heritage Site Jaisalmer Fort (English version)
Welcome to Jaisalmer fort, one of the UNESCO World Heritage Site in India 
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this important survey measuring tourists’ satisfaction at UNESCO World Heritage sites
 (in the questionnaire referred to as “UNESCO site” or only “site”) in India. We would like to gain your thoughts and opinions to 
improve experiences for the future. This survey should only take 4-5 minutes to complete. All data obtained will be handled with 




□ Female  □ Male 
Age 
□ 18-24  □ 25-34  □ 35-44  □ 45-54  □ 55-64  □ 65 and over 
Education 
□ Basic  □ University □ Graduate □ PhD 
I am 
□ A resident of India  □ An international tourist 
n the event that you are a traveler, how many times  have you visited India
 (counting the current visit)? 
 
□ 1 time  □  2 times  □  3 times  □ More than 3 times 
Your trip is of what nature?  
   □  Package tour  □  Self-organized  □  Business travel  □  Other 
From what sources you found about this UNESCO site (more than one answers possible)? 
□ Friends &  relatives □ Internet □ Media  □ Books & guides   □ Part of package  
□ Other 
If your main motivation to visit this site is  due to its UNESCO World Heritage label?  
□ Yes □ No 
If yes, please mention why it is listed:       
The amount of time spent during my  visit to this UNESCO site was  
□ Less than 1 hour □ 1- 2 hours □ More than 2 hours 
The amount of time spent during my  visit to this UNESCO site was  
□ Less than 100 INR □ 100-500 INR □ 600-1000 INR □ 1100-1500 INR  
 □ Travel agency 
□ More than 1500 INR
I have spent money during my visit on  (multiple answers possible)  




I have seen other UNESCO World Heritage Sites previously ? 
□ Yes  □ No 
In correlation with what I anticipated from this visit, my experience has been 
□ Much worse □ Worse  □ Neither worse nor better  □ Better  □ Much better  □ Don’t know  
 
 
















 Washroom were clean and clearly visible on the site □ □ □ □ □ □ 
The products offered by gift shops were of  good quality  local arts
 and crafts of Jaisalmer/India
 □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Restaurants  available on site of good quality     □ □ □ □ □ □ 
The Tourist information center was informative                                               □ □ □ □ □ □  
Sufficient number of rest areas were available on site □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Sign boards and directions available on the site were useful □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Whenever needed employees were helpful and available □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Employees had good amount of knowledge about the site □ □ □ □ □ □ 
I got opportunity to get involved with people of the local
community □ □ □ □ □ □ 
This site was clean and litter free □ □ □ □ □ □ 
This site had good security and safety measures □ □ □ □ □ □ 
It was easy to move around the site □ □ □ □ □ □ 
This site was entertaining for children and young adults □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Roads were in good condition leading to the site □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Finding site from the main road was easy  □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Dashborads were well-placed, easy to read and understand-
 □ □ □ □ □ □ 
There were well designed and informative Brochures 
available at the site
 □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Audio guides were very informative and of high quality □ □ □ □ □ □ 
There were well informed tourist guides available □ □ □ □ □ □ 
  
 
I got information about the Outstanding Universeral value of this
UNESCO site □ □ □ □ □ □ 
 
 
Information provided at this UNESCO site was satisfying for me  □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Services received at this site was satisfying for me  □ □ □ □ □ □ 
I was satisfied with the effort of management to make this 
site more entertaining and enjoyable  
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
I am overall satisfied with the visit to this UNESCO site □ □ □ □ □ □ 
 
 
I would like to recommend this UNESCO site to other people  □ □ □ □ □ □ 
I would be willing to pay more to enter this UNESCO site □ □ □ □ □ □ 
I will visit other UNESCO sites in India based on the experience
 of this site.
 □ □ □ □ □ □ 
 
Recommendation/Suggestions 




     I am very thankful for your time and effort. Your view are very 
important.
 














परिशिष्ट 2 : यूनेस्को शिश्व में पययटकोों की सोंतुशष्ट को मापने के शिए प्रश्नाििीशििासत स्थि जैसिमेि शकिा 
(HINDI VERSION)
भाित में यूनेस्को के शिश्व धिोहि स्थि में से एक जैसिमेि शकिे में आपका स्वागत है 
यूनेस्को की शिश्व धिोहि स्थिोों पि पययटकोों की सोंतुशष्ट को मापने िािे इस महत्वपूणय सिेक्षण में भाग िेने के शिए 
सहमत होने के शिए धन्यिाद(भाित में "यूनेस्को साइट" या के िि "साइट" के रूप में सोंदशभयत प्रश्नाििी में)। हम 
आपके शिचािोों औि शिचािोों को प्राप्त किना चाहेंगेभशिष्य के शिए अनुभिोों में सुधाि। इस सिेक्षण को पूिा होने में 
के िि 4-5 शमनट िगने चाशहए। प्राप्त सभी डेटा को सोंभािा जाएगाउच्च गोपनीयता के साथ, शकसी भी व्यक्तिगत 






□ स्त्री                    □ पुरुष 
 
आयु 
□ 18-24   □  25-34    □  35-44    □  45-54    □  55-64     □  65 औि उससे अशधक 
 
शिक्षा 
□ मूि       □ शिश्वशिद्यािय       □ स्नातक      □ पीएचडी 
 
मैं हूँ 
□ भाित का शनिासी        □  एक अोंतििाष्टर ीय पययटक 
 
यशद आप एक पययटक हैं, तो आपने भाित का दौिा (ितयमान यात्रा सशहत) शकतनी बाि शकया है? 
□ 1 बाि     □ 2 बाि    □ 3 बाि        □ 3 से अशधक बाि 
 
आपकी यात्रा की प्रकृशत क्या है? 
अन्य□यात्राव्यापाि□सोंगशित-स्व□टूिपैकेज□










□  दोस्त औि रिशे्तदाि        □ इोंटिनेट /मीशडया          □ शकताबें औि गाइड  □  पैकेज का शहस्सा    
 □ टर ैिि एजेंसी                  □ अन्य 
 
इस साइट पि आने का आपका मुख्य कािण यह है शक यह यूनेस्को की शिश्व धिोहि स्थि है 
□ हाों        □ नही ों 
यशद हाूँ, तो कृपया बताएों  शक यह सूचीबद्ध क्योों है: 
 
इस यूनेस्को की साइट पि मेिी यात्रा की अिशध थी 
□ 1 घोंटे से कम         □ 1- 2 घोंटे        □ 2 घोंटे से अशधक 
 
इस यूनेस्को की साइट पि अपनी यात्रा के दौिान, मैंने खचय शकया है 
□ 100 INR से कम     □100-500 INR      □ 600-1000 INR     □1100-1500 INR   □ 1500 से अशधक INR 
 
इस यूनेस्को की साइट पि जाने के दौिान मैंने पैसे खचय शकए हैं (कई उत्ति सोंभि है) 
□ पैसा खचय नही ों शकया      □ केिि प्रिेि िुल्क     □ खाद्य औि पेय पदाथय    □ सृ्मशत शचन्ह 
□ पययटक गाइड              □ ऑशडयो गाइड           □ अन्य 
 
क्या आपने पहिे यूनेस्को की अन्य शिश्व धिोहि स्थिोों का दौिा शकया है? 



















































































आपको इस यूनेस्को की साइट (कई उत्ति सोंभि)के
            
           ..असहमत  
                                                       
 
         
  
तुम्हारी यात्रा 
िौचािय साफ थे औि साइट पि िीक से शचशित थे 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
स्मारिका दुकान ने भाित की अच्छी गुणित्ता िािी किा औि शिल्प की पेिकि की 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
अच्छी गुणित्ता िािे िेस्तिाों साइट पि उपिब्ध थे 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
आगोंतुक कें द्र जानकािीपूणय था 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
साइट पि पयायप्त आिाम के्षत्र उपिब्ध थे 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
साइट के अोंदि साइनपोक्तटोंग औि शनदेि सहायक थे 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
जरूित पड़ने पि कमयचािी सहायक औि उपिब्ध थे 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
कमयचािी साइट के बािे में जानकाि थे 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
मुझे स्थानीय समुदाय के सदस्ोों के साथ जुड़ने का मौका शमिा 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
यह साइट साफ औि कूडे़ से मुि थी 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
इस साइट पि अचे्छ सुिक्षा उपाय थे 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
साइट पि घूमना आसान था 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
यह साइट बच्चोों औि युिा ियस्कोों के शिए शदिचस्प थी 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
स्थि तक जाने िािी सड़कें  अच्छी क्तस्थशत में थी ों 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
मुख्य सड़क से साइट को खोजना आसान था 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
सूचना पैनि अच्छी तिह से िखे गए थे, पढ़ने में आसान औि शदिचस्प थे 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
ब्रोिि उपिब्ध थे, अच्छी तिह से शडजाइन औि जानकािीपूणय 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
ऑशडयो गाइड उच्च गुणित्ता औि सूचनात्मक थे 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
पययटक गाइड अच्छी तिह से सूशचत औि आकषयक थे 
 
  

















                                                     
                                                                      
                                                                              
                                 
  
मुझे इस के साियभौशमक औि साोंसृ्कशतक मूल्य के बािे में बताया गया 
यूनेस्को की साइट  
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
मैं इस यूनेस्को की साइट पि दी गई जानकािी से सोंतुष्ट था 
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
मैं इस यूनेस्को की साइट पि प्राप्त सेिाओों से सोंतुष्ट था  □ □ □ □ □ □ 
इसे बनाने के प्रबोंधन के प्रयास से मैं सोंतुष्ट था 
मनोिोंजक औि आनोंददायक यूनेस्को की साइट  
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
मैं इस यूनेस्को की यात्रा से पूिी तिह से सोंतुष्ट हों  □ □ □ □ □ □ 
मैं अन्य िोगोों को इस यूनेस्को की साइट पि जाने की सिाह दूोंगा  □ □ □ □ □ □ 
मैं इस यूनेस्को साइट में प्रिेि किने के शिए औि  
अशधक भुगतान किने को तैयाि हों 
  
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
यहाों अपनी यात्रा के आधाि पि, मैं भाित में अन्य  
यूनेस्को साइटोों का दौिा करूों गा  
□ □ □ □ □ □ 
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